




THE DEVELOPHENT AND HANAGEHEttT OF HIGH QUALITY HUI'tAN
HABITATION ON A TERRESTRIAL SCALE IS CONTINGENT ON THE
• RESOLUTION OF INCREASINGLY COHPLEX ISSUES RELATED TO THE
DEVELOPHENT AND HANAGEHENTOF A LIHITED HATER RESOURCE,
HYDROLOGY
• HYDROLOGY IS All EARTH SCIENCE CONCERNEDWITH THE
OCCURRENCEj DISTRIBUTION, MOVEMENT, AND PROPERTIES
OF THE WATERSOF THE EARTH AND THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL
RELATIONSHIPS,
• THE HYDROLOGIST MUST PROVIDE QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION
o ON THE TEMPORAL/SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER FOR THE










Overland Flow _l j

































0 CURRENT INFORMATION GATHERING TECHNIQUES PROVIDE VERY LIMITED
bEFINITION OF THE SYSTEM
• SIMULATION MODELS ARE DELIBERATELY DESIGNED TO USE LIMITED DATA
• SPATIAL/TEMPORAL DEFINITION IS EXTREMELY LIMITED
• ABILITY TO DEFINE THE STATE OF INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES IS LIMITED





_) • DEFINITION OF SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION RATES
FOR LARGE AREAS
ql
'£ • FLOODING DYNAMICS OF WETLANDS
A • DEFINITION OF TEMPORAL]SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL MOISTURE
DYNAMICS IN LARGE AREAS
• DETERMINATION OF SNOWWATEREQUIVALENT
G • DEFINITION OF RUNOFF AND SEDIMENT YIELD FROM UNGAGEDWATERSHEDS
t
• DETER_IINATION OF SPATIAL/TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF STORMRAINFALL
• RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REMOTELYMEASUREDSURFACE ROUGHNESSAND
HYDRAULIC ROUGHNESSOF LAND SURFACESAND STREAM NETWORKS
C • DEFINITION OF HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES OF SOILS AND SURFICIAL
HATERIALS
p • INTERPRETATION OF ACTIVE/PASSIVE MEASUREMENTSOF,FLOURSCENCEAND
POLARIZATION OF HATER AND ITS CONTAINED SUBSTANCES
D • DETERMINATION AND MODELING OF THREE DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WATER BODIES
c • INTERPRETATION OF SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY OF' LAND AND WATER SURFACES
c • DETERHINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEENTEXTURE OF TERRAIN AND
THE HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE OF WATERSHEDS
O • DISCRIHINATION BETWEENSEDIMENT AND CHLOROPHYLLIN WATER
C • IHPROVIN6 THE DETERMINATION OF HYDROLOGICLAND COVER AS RELATED
TO THE MODELING OF THE RUNOFF PROCESSES
A • IHPROVING IRRIGATION MANAGEMENTS,TRATEGIES
• ROLE OF BARRIER ISLAND DYNAMICS IN COASTAL ZONE PROCESSES
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